The memory-disruptive effects of ⌬ 9 -tetrahydrocannabinol (⌬ 9 -THC) and the synthetic cannabinoid WIN 55,212-2 (WIN-2) were assessed in rats exposed to varying doses of each drug (⌬ 9 -THC, 0.5-2.0 mg/kg; WIN-2, 0.25-0.75 mg/kg) during performance of a delayed nonmatch to sample (DNMS) task. Cannabinoids affected performance in a dose ϫ delay-dependent manner, with WIN-2 showing a potency more than four times that of ⌬ 9 -THC. These effects on DNMS performance were eliminated if the cannabinoid CB1 receptor antagonist SR141617A (Sanofi Research Inc.) was preadministered, but doses of the antagonist alone had no effect on performance. Simultaneous recording from ensembles of hippocampal neurons revealed that both WIN-2 and ⌬ 9 -THC produced dose-dependent reductions in the frequency (i.e.,"strength") of ensemble firing during the sample phase of the task to the extent that performance was at risk for errors on Ͼ70% of trials as a function of delay. This decrease in ensemble firing in the Sample phase resulted from selective interference with the activity of differentiated hippocampal functional cell types, which conjunctively encoded different combinations of task events. A reduction in ensemble firing strength did not occur in the nonmatch phase of the task. The findings indicate that activation of CB1 receptors renders animals at risk for retention of item-specific information in much the same manner as hippocampal removal.
The precise role of the mammalian hippocampus in the processing of memory has evolved considerably since initial reports some 40 years ago (Scoville and Milner, 1957) showing retention deficits in humans after damage to the medial temporal lobe and related structures (Milner, 1972; Zola-Morgan et al., 1986; Warrington and Duchen, 1992; Mishkin et al., 1998) . Early studies in animals showed that lesions of hippocampus impaired performance in delay tasks (Correll and Scoville, 1965; Olton and Feustle, 1981; Rawlins, 1985; Parkinson et al., 1988; Raffaele and Olton, 1988) . However, later studies demonstrated that many of these deficits resulted from retrohippocampal damage, and performance was not impaired by ibotenate lesions confined to the dentate gyrus and CA1 and CA3 subfields (Jarrard, 1993; Rawlins et al., 1993) . In rodents, it is also clear that hippocampal lesions impair spatial short-term memory (Angeli et al., 1993; Cho and Jaffard, 1995) . We have recently shown that selective hippocampal removal impairs performance of a spatial delayed nonmatch to sample (DNMS) task in rodents (Hampson et al., 1999a) . Similar but completely reversible memory impairment occurs in the same task with activation of cannabinoid receptors by marijuana derivatives or synthetic ligands (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1998a) .
The role of cannabinoids in memory processes can be traced to early observations in humans, which documented significant disruption of short-term recall as the most consistent disruptive effect of marijuana intoxication (Miller and Branconnier, 1983) . More recent investigations have confirmed that the effects of ⌬ 9 -tetrahydrocannabinol (⌬ 9 -THC; a principal psychoactive agent in marijuana) include perceptual and disorienting effects in addition to memory disruption (Chait and Pierri, 1992) . Perhaps the most intriguing finding with respect to cannabinoid receptor actions in hippocampus is the observation that cannabinoids impair memory by selectively disrupting the processing (encoding) of information to be recalled on a particular trial . This disruption in short-term memory occurs because the hippocampus is one of the areas in the brain with high densities of cannabinoid receptors (Herkenham et al., 1990) , which were shown recently to be located on the terminals of GABAergic interneurons (Tsou et al., 1998; Katona et al., 1999) . In addition, cannabinoids reduce glutamatergic synaptic transmission onto hippocampal neurons in culture (Shen et al., 1996) , which occurs via a presynaptic mechanism on hippocampal principal cells (Misner and Sullivan 1999) and interneurons (Hoffman and Lupica, 2000) . These observations are also consistent with reports suggesting that linkages of cannabinoid actions to intracellular mechanisms inhibit or reduce neural transmission within hippocampal circuits (Mackie and Hille, 1992; Deadwyler et al., 1993 Deadwyler et al., , 1995 Twitchell et al., 1997; Hoffman and Lupica, 2000) . From recent insights gained through multineuron (ensemble) recording in intact animals to delineate the nature of hippocampal information processing in the DNMS task , we now report that cannabinoids appear to act selectively to disrupt encoding of events in hippocampus during memory processing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Sixteen (n ϭ 16) male L ong-Evans rats ranging in age from 200 to 250 d were used as subjects. All animals were trained to the same DNMS performance criteria (90% at 1-5 sec delays) before surgery was performed and retrained to that criteria after surgery and before testing commenced.
Apparatus. The apparatus was similar to that used in other studies from this laboratory Heyser et al., 1993; Deadw yler et al., 1996) , which consisted of a 43 ϫ 43 ϫ 53 cm Plexiglas behavioral testing chamber with two levers mounted on either side of a water trough on the same wall and a nose poke device mounted in the center of the opposite wall. The entire apparatus was housed inside a commercially built soundattenuated cubicle (Industrial Acoustics Co., Bronx, N Y). The two retractable levers (Coulborn Instruments, Lehigh Valley, PA) were positioned 3.5 cm above the floor and separated 14.0 cm center to center. The nose poke device, consisting of an infrared photodetector and light-emitting diode spanning a 2.5 ϫ 1 ϫ 1 cm opening in an aluminum housing, was mounted 4.0 cm above the chamber floor, centered on the wall opposite the levers. A cue light (6 V, 10 W) was positioned immediately above the nose poke device, and a speaker mounted overhead provided constant 85 db "white noise." T wo 12 V, 25 W incandescent lamps (house lights) were mounted on the top of the chamber. Video monitoring and computer tracking of the animal at all times was provided by a Sanyo CCD black-and-white video camera mounted above the chamber. The apparatus was controlled by personal computers, which collected all behavioral data and stored it on magnetic disks.
Behavioral training procedure. Animals were water-deprived and allowed access to food for maintenance at 85-90% ad libitum weight throughout DNMS training and testing. Animals received water daily after the behavioral session; hence, before each behavioral session animals were typically water-deprived for 20 -22 hr. Periodically (every 30 -60 d) animals were taken off the deprivation schedule and given access to water and food ad libitum, and a new weight was calculated to permit normal body growth.
The DNMS task and pretraining were identical to those described by Deadw yler et al. (1996) , which consisted of three main phases, sample, delay, and nonmatch. At the initiation of a trial (sample phase), either the left or right lever was extended [sample presentation (SP)] at a 50% overall probability, and the animal responded [sample response (SR)]. The lever was immediately retracted, and the delay phase was initiated, signaled by the presence of the illuminated cue light over the nosepoke device. The duration of the delay phase varied randomly on any given trial between 1 and 30 sec (1.0 sec resolution) with equal likelihood for any duration. The animal was required to nose poke in the photocell device on the opposite wall at least once during the delay interval (variable interval schedule of 60 sec). The last nose poke after the delay interval timed out turned off the cue light and extended both levers. The presence of both levers signaled the onset of the nonmatch phase of the task in which the animal was required to press the lever opposite to the SR (Sample phase), constituting the nonmatch response (N R). Water was delivered immediately to the trough between the two levers if the animal performed correctly. The levers were then immediately retracted for 10 sec [intertrial interval (I TI), 10 sec], at which time another trial was initiated by extension of a single lever. On incorrect (error) trials in which an inappropriate (i.e., "match") lever press occurred, an immediate 5 sec time-out (TO) period was initiated in which the house lights were turned off, leaving the chamber completely dark and both levers retracted. After the time-out period, the lights were turned back on for an additional 5 sec with no levers available (TO ϩ 5 sec ϭ I TI, 10 sec, after error trials).
The average time required to train a naive animal to criterion in the DNMS task with 1-30 sec delays was ϳ3-4 weeks. Training involved several phases in which different procedures were used to develop selective responding on each lever, stimulus control over nose poke responding during the delay, and linkage of responding in the sample and nonmatch phases of the task. A final criterion of 90 -95% correct responding on trials with delays of 1-5 sec during sessions consisting of 1-30 delay trials was used for all animals Deadw yler et al., 1996) .
Drug preparation and administration. ⌬ 9 -THC and W I N55,212-2 (W I N-2) were prepared for injection using the same vehicle. ⌬ 9 -THC was obtained from the National Institute on Drug Abuse as a 50 mg /ml solution in ethanol. W I N-2 was purchased from Research Biochemicals (Natick, M A) as mesylate powder and dissolved in ethanol to a make a 20 mg /ml stock. Detergent vehicle was prepared from Pluronic F68 (Sigma, St. L ouis, MO), 20 mg /ml in ethanol. C annabinoids were added to the detergent-ethanol solution (0.5 ml of either THC or W I N-2), and then 2.0 ml of saline (0.9%) was slowly added to the ethanol-drug solution. The solution was stirred rapidly and placed under a steady stream of nitrogen gas to evaporate the ethanol (ϳ10 min). This resulted in a detergent-drug suspension (12.5 mg /ml THC or 5.0 mg /ml W I N-2), which was sonicated and then diluted with saline to final injection concentrations (0.5-2.0 mg /ml THC and 0.25-0.75 mg /ml W I N-2, pH 7.2). Vehicle solutions were prepared in a similar manner, except the drug was omitted. The CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A (Sanofi Research Inc.) was prepared in the same manner. On drug administration days, animals were injected intraperitoneally with the drug-detergent solution (1 ml / kg) ϳ10 min before the start of the behavioral session. On vehicle-only days (control), the vehicle solution was administered at 1.0 ml / kg 10 min before the start of the session. When SR141716A was administered in the same session as ⌬ 9 -THC or W I N-2, it was injected intraperitoneally 10 min before the cannabinoid. When administered alone, SR141716A was injected 20 min before the start of the behavioral session. At least 2 d of vehicle-only injections were imposed between each drug-testing session. All drug solutions were mixed fresh each day.
Anal yses of behavioral data. Behavioral data consisted of several different measures designed to elucidate different DNMS performance factors. The two primary measures used were mean percent correct trials during the session and mean percent correct trials at each delay interval assessed in 5.0 sec blocks. Additional measures included time of execution of the trial and influence of previous trial delay. ANOVA was used for most comparisons with adjusted pairwise contrasts used for individual comparisons and simple effects. Trial-to-trial influences were examined by various methods of sorting the data as a f unction of performance on the previous trial, delay intervals on any given trial, or electrophysiological variables.
Surger y. As animals reached behavioral performance criterion on the DNMS task, they were surgically implanted with multineuron recording arrays that consisted of a sixteen 40 m wire electrodes (N BLabs, Denison, TX) aimed at the CA1 and CA3 subfields of the hippocampus (Deadw yler et al., 1996) . Eight animals received array implants in this study; the others were not implanted. Animals were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg / kg) and xylazine (10 mg / kg) during the procedure. The array was positioned at the time of surgery with the tips of the electrodes above or within the cell layers of the CA1 and CA3 subfields of the hippocampus. The center pair of array electrodes was positioned at coordinates 3.8 mm posterior to bregma and 3.0 mm left of midline. The longitudinal axis of the area was angled 30°midline, with posterior electrode sites more lateral than anterior sites. The array was driven in 25-100 m steps to a depth of 3.0 -4.0 mm for CA3 leads, with the CA1 leads automatically positioned 1.2-1.4 mm higher. Neural activity from the microwire electrodes was monitored throughout surgery to ensure placement in appropriate hippocampal cell layers. After array placement, the cranium was sealed with bone wax and dental cement, and the animal was allowed to recover for at least 1 week. The scalp wound was treated periodically with Neosporin antibiotic, and animals were given an injection of Crysticillin (penicillin G, 300,000 U) to prevent infection. All animal care and experimental procedures conformed to National Institutes of Health and Society for Neuroscience guidelines for care and use of experimental animals.
Multineuron recording technique. Neural activity (extracellular action potentials, or "spikes") and behavioral responses were digitized and timestamped for computer processing, as were all behavioral events within each DNMS trial. Single neurons recorded on each wire of the array were isolated and selected for analysis from the 16 different locations on the recording array. Only one neuron from each electrode wire was included in the analysis of ensemble data. Neuronal action potentials were digitized at 40 kHz and isolated by time -amplitude window discrimination as well as computer-identified individual waveform characteristics via a Spike Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Identified spikes from selected wires were "tracked" from session to session by waveform and firing characteristics within the task (perievent histograms), and only spike waveforms with associated firing rates consistent with behavioral correlates across sessions were included in the analysis. The likelihood that the same neurons were not continuously recorded under these conditions given the above identif ying criteria was considered extremely low .
Ensemble anal ysis. Changes in neural firing rates were analyzed for statistically significant differences by two-and three-way ANOVA. Measurements of single neuron firing rate included mean Ϯ SEM firing rate within defined intervals (i.e., across delays in 5-10 sec blocks), mean firing rate before, during, and after fixed behavioral events (i.e., Ϯ1.5 sec for SR or N R), and peak firing rate during the sample, delay, and nonmatch phases. Standard scores [Z ϭ (peak rate Ϫ background rate)/SD] were computed to determine significant peak firing rates at the behavioral events. Using this measure, 92% of cells recorded showed firing correlates to the DNMS behavioral events. The background firing rate was computed from 3 sec intervals during the I TI.
Combined simultaneous multineuron firing rates were also analyzed by multivariate statistical procedures. C anonical discriminant analyses (CDAs) were performed on ensemble data sets in accordance with procedures published previously (Hampson and Deadw yler, 1998b) . Briefly, firing rates within 12 bins of 250 msec duration surrounding each identified behavioral event were recorded for each ensemble on a trial-by-trial basis. These firing rates were used to compute neuron-by-time cross-covariance matrices for each ensemble at each behavioral event. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix were then derived and correlated to the classification variables (behavioral events). C anonical discriminant f unctions (eigenvectors) were then identified that correlated to task-relevant information across different dimensions of the task (i.e., task phase and lever position). The most significant derived discriminant f unctions (DFs) in the task were then calculated continuously at 3 sec intervals throughout the trial to determine the nature of identified variance at different times during the trial. This "sliding" CDA allowed detection of fluctuations in the sources of variability across the trial within each ensemble (Hampson et al., 1999a) . Individual neurons making up these DFs were then identified as f unctional cell types (FC Ts), which served as the basis for examining the effects of cannabinoids on processing at the cellular as well as ensemble level. Hippocampal FC Ts were sorted into their respective categories and were considered to encode the event if the firing rate exceeded a Z score of 3.19 ( p Ͻ 0.001). C ell locations were then mapped onto a composite CA3-CA1 fold-out map of relative electrode locations along the array (Hampson et al., 1999b) .
RESULTS

Influence of cannabinoids on DNMS behavior
Behavioral performance in the DNMS task was measured in 13 Long-Evans rats trained to the criterion and then exposed to four different doses of ⌬ 9 -THC or WIN-2. Normal DNMS performance ( Fig. 1 A, filled circles) consisted of a mean of 95.1 Ϯ 1.3% correct responses on 0 sec delay trials, decreasing to a mean of 69.0 Ϯ 2.5% correct responses on trials with interposed delays of 30 sec. After exposure to ⌬ 9 -THC, performance was not significantly altered (F (1,231) ϭ 1.44; p ϭ 0.23) at delays of 0 -5 sec but was significantly impaired at delays of Ͼ5.0 sec (F (1,231) Ͼ 7.21; p Ͻ 0.01) and for all doses of Ͼ0.5 mg/kg. Increasing the dose of ⌬ 9 -THC altered the delay at which highly significant impairment occurred (1.0 mg/kg, 16 -20 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 11.54; p Ͻ 0.001; 1.5 mg/kg, 10 -15 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 12.61; p Ͻ 0.001; 2.0 mg/kg, 6 -10 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 10.71; p Ͻ 0.001). The effects of all doses of ⌬ 9 -THC were blocked by administration of the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A 10 min before ⌬ 9 -THC (THC ϩ SR, all delays, F (1,231) ϭ 2.19; p ϭ 0.14). Thus, as previously reported, there was a dose ϫ delay significant interaction (F (20,231) ϭ 3.15; p Ͻ 0.001) in terms of the cannabinoid effects on DNMS performance.
Similar effects were obtained after exposure to the potent CB1 receptor agonist WIN-2, but the disruptive effects were produced at much lower doses. The lowest doses of WIN-2 (0.25 and 0.35 mg/kg) produced delay-dependent decreases in performance (0.25 mg/kg, 16 -20 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 14.63; p Ͻ 0.001; 0.35 mg/kg, 6 -10 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 9.92; p Ͻ 0.001) that were equivalent to those of ⌬ 9 -THC ( Fig. 1 A,B) . However, at higher doses of WIN-2 (0.5 and 0.75 mg/kg) deficits at shorter delays were observed (0.50 mg/kg, 0 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 15.92; p Ͻ 0.001; 0.75 mg/kg, 0 sec, F (1,231) ϭ 27.31; p Ͻ 0.0001). As with ⌬ 9 -THC, all effects of WIN-2 were blocked by 10 min previous administration of SR141716A (WIN-2 ϩ SR, F (1,231) ϭ 1.47; p ϭ 0.23). In terms of mean percent correct performance within a session, WIN-2 at 0.35 mg/kg appeared to be equivalent to a 1.5 mg/kg dose of ⌬ 9 -THC. The deficit in DNMS performance on short-delay trials (1-5 sec) produced by WIN-2 at high concentrations (0.75 mg/kg) has previously been shown to be reversed by the GABA B receptor antagonist phaclofen (20 mg/kg) coadministered with WIN-2 and likely involves added impairment of retrohippocampal areas Deadwyler, 1999, 2000) .
The CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A has been shown to effectively block the effects of exogenous cannabinoids as well as processes mediated by endogenous cannabinoids (Calignano et al., 1998; Mallet and Beninger, 1998; Akinshola et al., 1999) , indicating that if endogenous cannabinoids are responsible for the delaydependent deficits in the DNMS task, performance might be facilitated by administration of the antagonist SR141617A alone (Rinaldi-Carmona et al., 1994) . The effect of SR141716A alone on DNMS performance is shown in Figure 1C . For this test, animals were divided into "DNMS-challenged" (n ϭ 4) and "DNMSachiever" (n ϭ 6) groups on the basis of each animal's overall control (vehicle) session performance level. The achiever group performed significantly better over all delays than did the challenged group (F (6,231) ϭ 3.47; p Ͻ 0.01). However, SR141716A at doses sufficient to block WIN-2 effects on DNMS performance (1.5 mg/kg) had no significant influence (see Fig. 1C ) on either group of rats (F (6,231) Ͻ 1.82; p Ͼ 0.09 for all comparisons) in terms of altering performance from that observed in control sessions. Figure 2 illustrates the summed activity of six hippocampal neurons recorded simultaneously from a single animal (CA1, n ϭ 3; CA3, n ϭ 3) summed across all 30 sec delay trials for control (vehicle) and drug (WIN-2) DNMS sessions. The histograms depict the mean firing rate from 7.0 sec before SR to 5.0 sec after the occurrence of NR within the trial. The same neurons, as identified by wave shape and firing characteristics (Fig. 2 , see waveform insets), were recorded on successive days after injection of WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg; Fig. 2 B, Cannabinoid) or vehicle ( Fig. 2 A, Vehicle) . Under nondrug conditions the firing pattern of each neuron during the entire trial and selectively during task-relevant events (primarily SR, delay, and NR) was characterized with respect to significant increases in standard scores ( Z) of peak firing over a baseline level measured during the ITI. It is readily apparent that each of the six neurons exhibited different firing characteristics with respect to the other neurons in the ensemble (neurons 1-4 and 6, Z Ͼ 4.10; p Ͻ 0.001 for SR; neurons 1 and 3-5, Z Ͼ 3.49; p Ͻ 0.001 for delay; neurons 2, 3, 5, and 6, Z Ͼ 5.10; p Ͻ 0.001 for NR), consistent with previous reports of identified hippocampal FCTs that encode specific features of the DNMS task (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1999b) .
Effects of cannabinoids on hippocampal neural activity
The predominant difference in hippocampal activity between Control (vehicle) and cannabinoid sessions was the marked attenuation of the firing during the sample phase (neurons 1, 3, 4, and 6, Z Ͻ 2.73; p Ͼ 0.01) and a significant decrease in "ramped" or progressively increasing firing across the delay interval (neurons 1, Figure 1 . Cannabinoid effects on DNMS performance. A, DNMS performance curves after exposure to different doses of ⌬ 9 -THC. DNMS trials (n ϭ 13 animals) were sorted by length of delay, in increments of 5 sec, and are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM percent correct trials. Control (vehicle) performance is depicted by filled circles; performance after doses of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 mg/kg ⌬ 9 -THC is depicted by triangles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. The effect of the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A (1.5 mg/kg) on the 2.0 mg/kg dose of ⌬ 9 -THC is indicated by the open circles. B, DNMS performance after exposure to the synthetic CB1 receptor agonist WIN-2. DNMS trials were sorted as in A and plotted for effects of 0.25, 0.35, 0.5, and 0.75 mg/kg doses of WIN-2. Open circles depict SR141716A (1.5 mg/kg) plus 0.5 mg/kg WIN-2. C, Effects of SR141716A (1.5 mg/kg) alone on DNMS performance curves (n ϭ 10 animals). Shown are effects of exposure to 1.5 mg/kg SR141716A in the absence of exogenously applied cannabinoids. Individual animals were divided into two groups based on the level of control DNMS performance: DNMS-achiever (Achiev.) animals (n ϭ 4) performed on average 5-10% better than did DNMS-challenged (Challen.) animals (n ϭ 6). Filled symbols depict control (vehicle) DNMS performance; open symbols depict performance after SR141716A.
2, 5, and 6, Z Ͻ 2.30; p Ͼ 0.05) shown in Figure 2 B. The delay phase firing increase of all neurons (Fig. 2 B, 2-6 ) was either markedly attenuated or eliminated during cannabinoid sessions. However, neuron 5, an FCT in which increased firing in the Sample (SR) was not a correlate, shows that firing in the NR period was unaffected by cannabinoid exposure (Fig. 2 A,B) . Overall, of the neurons recorded within each ensemble, the mean SR peak firing was reduced by 35% (control, 2.91 Ϯ 0.31 Hz; cannabinoid, 1.82 Ϯ 0.34; F (1,239) ϭ 7.22; p Ͻ 0.01) in amplitude, whereas overall, firing across the delay interval was reduced by 40% (control, 2.60 Ϯ 0.34 Hz; cannabinoid, 1.45 Ϯ 0.27 Hz; F (1,239) ϭ 9.10; p Ͻ 0.001). In contrast, NR firing was reduced by no more than 10% (control, 3.63 Ϯ 0.35 Hz; cannabinoid, 3.32 Ϯ 0.45 Hz), which was not significant (F (1,239) ϭ 2.31; p ϭ 0.13).
A comparison of the effects of behaviorally equivalent doses of ⌬ 9 -THC (1.5 mg/kg) versus WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg), as depicted in Figure 1 , A and B, on hippocampal neural firing is shown in Figure  3A , top. Relative to control (vehicle) session firing, both ⌬ 9 -THC and WIN-2 caused similar attenuations in sample and delay phase firing (F (1,239) Ͼ 8.3; p Ͻ 0.005, all comparisons), with little effect on firing during the nonmatch phase of the task (all F (1,239) Ͻ 2.7; p Ͼ 0.11), albeit at different dose levels. Specific comparisons of ⌬ 9 -THC (1.5 mg/kg) and WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg) effects on firing showed no significant difference in firing during the sample (F (1,239) ϭ 1.8; p ϭ 0.19), delay (F (1,239) ϭ 2.1; p ϭ 0.15) and nonmatch (F (1,239) ϭ 2.7; p ϭ 0.11) phases. The cannabinoid reduction in SR peak and delay firing was blocked in the case of both drugs by co-administration of the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A (all F (1,239) Ͻ 1.5; p Ͼ 0.22); however, as was the case with DNMS behavior, administration of the antagonist alone did not significantly alter ensemble firing compared with control sessions (all F (1,239) Ͻ1.2; p Ͼ 0.27; Fig. 3A) . Figure 3 shows cannabinoid dose effects on hippocampal neural activity. Consistent with the behavioral effects of WIN-2, the degree of suppression of hippocampal neuron firing in the DNMS task varied over the same narrow dose range of 0.25-0.50 mg/kg ( Fig. 3B ; n ϭ 85 cells, 8 animals; F (3,239) ϭ 5.6; p Ͻ 0.001). There were significant dose-dependent decreases in ensemble firing in both the sample and delay phases of the task but not in the nonmatch phase, except at the highest dose (0.50 mg/kg) (Fig. 3A) .
A major correlate of normal DNMS performance demonstrated in the past is the reduction or absence of SR and delay firing on error trials. Figure 4 A shows that the reduced SR firing associated with error trials also occurs in cannabinoid sessions. Separate composite ensemble histograms (i.e., firing rates of all neurons in the ensemble averaged over the trial) were constructed from correct versus error trials of the same duration (n ϭ 500 trials) for control and cannabinoid (WIN-2, 0.35 mg/kg) sessions for a single animal. The mean firing rate at the SR peak for correct trials in control sessions was 3.89 Ϯ 0.21 Hz, whereas the mean rate for correct trials in cannabinoid sessions was 2.94 Ϯ 0.17 Hz (F (1,239) ϭ 9.45; p Ͻ 0.01). Firing across the delay interval of correct trials was similarly reduced by cannabinoids (control, 3.57 Ϯ 0.32 Hz; cannabinoid, 2.06 Ϯ 0.25 Hz; F (1,239) ϭ 9.13; p Ͻ 0.001). On error trials, SR firing was also significantly decreased after exposure to cannabinoids (control, 2.67 Ϯ 0.11 Hz; cannabinoid, 1.87 Ϯ 0.17 Hz; F (1,239) ϭ 7.87; p Ͻ 0.01). However, it is important that the background firing during the ITI was not significantly changed from control levels during cannabinoid sessions (control, ϭ 1.09 Ϯ 0.29 Hz; cannabinoid, 1.27 Ϯ 0.19 Hz; F (1,239) ϭ 1.29; p ϭ 0.27). Thus, the reduction in SR peak on both correct and error trials was not caused by an overall decrease in background firing level. This is further illustrated by sorting overall ensemble firing rates by correct versus error performance as a function of delay interval. The bar graphs in Figure 4 B depict mean peak SR firing rates for ensembles sorted according to the length of delay interval on the same trial and as a function of performance. For control sessions the black bar indicates mean ensemble SR firing rate for all trials, which did not differ significantly with respect to delay interval (mean, 4.31 Ϯ 0.42 Hz; F (1,463) ϭ 1.08; p ϭ 0.29). However, an analysis of error trial SR firing rates indicated that the lowest rate for correct trials (white bars) increased from 1.79 Hz for trials with delay intervals of Յ 10 sec to 2.11 Hz for trials with Յ20 sec delays and 2.81 Hz for Յ30 sec trials. Thus the minimum firing rate associated with a correct trial increased by 57% as the delay interval lengthened from 10 to 30 sec. These levels are illustrated as horizontal lines on the composite histograms in Figure 4 A, left, which reflects the likelihood of increased errors at longer delay intervals (Fig. 1) . The mean firing rate across all trials was reduced in cannabinoid (WIN-2, 0.35 mg/kg) sessions (3.01 Ϯ 0.41 Hz) compared with control firing (F (1,463) Ͼ 8.21; p Ͻ 0.01). The minimum firing rate associated with correct trials was not signifi- cantly different for cannabinoid sessions (10 sec, 1.71 Hz; 20 sec, 2.15 Hz; 30 sec, 2.69 Hz; all F (1,463) Ͻ0.79; p Ͼ 0.37) compared with control (see above). The margin of difference between successful encoding and errors for a given delay was significantly decreased (difference from overall mean, F (1,463) Ͼ 9.5; p Ͻ 0.01) in cannabinoid sessions. It is important to emphasize that this measure does not simply reflect an increase in firing of all cells in the ensemble but only those cells that make up the particular pattern of firing associated with specific task-relevant events within a particular trial .
Cannabinoid effects on ensemble representation of DNMS task information
A CDA was performed separately on ensemble data recorded from each animal in both control (vehicle) and drug sessions Hampson and Deadwyler, 1998a ). The discriminant scores were then analyzed for differences in firing with respect to cannabinoid versus control sessions using multivariate ANOVAs (Stevens, 1992) . The analysis yielded a set of discriminant functions (DFs) from each ensemble, which partitioned the variance contributions correlated with each task-relevant event. Of the five significant DFs (F (1,5717) Ͼ 7.48; p Ͻ 0.01, for all significant DFs) obtained from each of the nine recorded ensembles (animals), three were directly related to information that was required to perform the task and accounted for the majority of ensemble firing variance (61%): task phase (sample or nonmatch DF1), which accounted for 42% of total variance; response position (DF4, 11% of variance); and trial type (DF5, 8% of variance). For each DF, only Sample phase firing variance was altered by cannabinoids. The mean score for DF1 (task phase) during the Sample was reduced from Ϫ2.64 Ϯ 0.57 for control sessions to Ϫ1.43 Ϯ 0.89 in sessions preceded by WIN-2 injections (F (1,5717) ϭ 9.92; p Ͻ 0.001), whereas ensemble firing in the nonmatch phase (mean DF1 control, ϩ2.98 Ϯ 0.77; WIN-2, ϩ2.64 Ϯ 0.82) was unchanged from control (F (1,5717) ϭ 1.72; p ϭ 0.19). Likewise, in WIN-2 sessions, the Sample phase scores for DF4 (response position) were significantly reduced from control (control left sample, ϩ1.09 Ϯ 0.52; control right sample, Ϫ1.18 Ϯ 0.68; WIN-2 left sample, ϩ0.43 Ϯ 0.51; WIN-2 right sample, 0.35 Ϯ 0.53; F (1,5717) ϭ 11.2; p Ͻ 0.001), whereas Nonmatch phase position scores were not affected. Finally, scores for DF5 also showed a significant WIN-2-induced reduction during the Sample phase (control right sample, ϩ1.03 Ϯ 0.36; control left sample, Ϫ1.41 Ϯ 0.52; WIN-2 right sample, ϩ0.32 Ϯ 0.57; WIN-2 left sample, Ϫ0.51 Ϯ 0.49; F (1,5717) ϭ 9.74; p Ͻ 0.001) with no change in the scores during the Nonmatch phase. These analyses confirmed that a significant effect of cannabinoids was to reduce ensemble firing during the sample phase while leaving nonmatch phase firing untouched.
Effects of cannabinoids on sample encoding strength
The loss of sample firing produced by exposure to cannabinoids shown in Figures 2-4 correlates with reduced performance and suggests insufficient encoding of sample information. Such "weak" encoding in this task has been previously linked to increased errors, especially when long-delay trials are encountered . The determination of the strength of encoding of the sample response was indicated by the ensemble firing rate and was used to assess the change in probability of behavioral errors produced by cannabinoids. Ensemble firing rates at the SR on each trial are shown as a frequency distribution of firing rates on individual trials in control and cannabinoid sessions for a single animal in Figure 5 . Exposure to WIN-2 resulted in a shift in the distribution toward weaker encoding in the form of more trials with lower ensemble firing rates during the SR. Comparison with the control distribution indicates that during WIN-2 sessions a greater number of trials were "at risk" ( gray bars) for errors in that they were below the necessary firing rate for being correct on any trial (Fig. 5A) . Correspondingly, median Sample firing was 31% lower during cannabinoid sessions (control, 3.18 Hz; WIN-2, 2.21 Hz; t (20) ϭ5.24; p Ͻ 0.001).
Given the relationship of ensemble firing frequency in the sample phase of the trial to DNMS performance, it was possible to derive the following "encoding function" relating strength (frequency) of encoding to the likelihood of a correct response: probability of correct trial ϭ 1/͑1 ϩ e ͑Ϫ͑xϪ␤2͒/␤1͒ ͒, where x is SR firing rate on that trial, and ␤1 and ␤2 are coefficients of firing and slope, respectively, in which ␤1 incorporates the minimum firing rate to produce a correct response for a trial at a given duration of delay (Fig. 5B) , and ␤2 represents the change in firing rate required to increase performance. This encoding function is graphed in Figure 5B , which shows the probability of a correct response (mean Ϯ SEM) for each level of ensemble firing rate. Interestingly, the values of the coefficients of the encoding function were the same for both control and WIN-2 sessions (␤1 ϭ Figure 2 , during ⌬ 9 -THC, WIN-2, and SR141716A sessions. TBHs show similar influences of 1.5 mg/kg ⌬ 9 -THC and 0.35 mg/kg WIN-2 on neural ensemble activity in agreement with behavioral effects. Co-administration of SR141716A blocked effects of ⌬ 9 -THC and WIN-2 but produced no effects on firing when administered alone (bottom left). B, Concentration dependence of WIN-2 effects on hippocampal neural firing. Bar graphs depict mean of SR firing peak, last 5 sec during delay phase, and NR peak (n ϭ 85 neurons in 7 animals). Each animal was exposed to three concentrations of WIN-2: 0.25, 0.35, and 0.50 mg/kg in a balanced design with at least two control (vehicle) daily sessions interposed between drug sessions. Mean firing rate for each phase was averaged across ensembles and is plotted according to WIN-2 dose. Asterisks indicate significant reduction in firing rate from control sessions (*all F (1,252) Ͼ 6.9; p Ͻ 0.01; **all F (1,252) Ͼ 11.2; p Ͻ 0.001).
0.45; ␤2 ϭ 0.95), showing that although firing rates in the sample phase were reduced in WIN-2 sessions, the same encoding function predicted the likelihood of a correct trial. The firing rate distributions shown in Figure 5A and the encoding function in Figure 5B were used to generate the cumulative performance curves for control and WIN-2 sessions shown in Figure 5C . It is clear that the curve for WIN-2 asymptotes at a lower overall percentage (60%) of correct trials than for control sessions, which reflects an increased number of trials with lower encoding strength (Fig. 5A ). This analysis shows that cannabinoids reduced performance levels relative to the control sessions as a direct result of the reduction in encoding strength during the SR.
Cannabinoids reduce ensemble information content
Previous studies of hippocampal ensemble activity demonstrated that the various patterns of neuronal firing within the ensemble encoded task-relevant information Hampson et al., 1998b ). Successful encoding of task-relevant features is measured by the information content (I ens ) of the ensemble activity:
where p(a j ) is the probability that one of the n task-relevant events (e.g., right sample) has occurred, p(b k ) is the probability that the CDA classified the ensemble firing as that particular event, and p(a j , b k ) is the joint probability of a particular event occurring and being correctly classified by the CDA. This yields an ensemble I ens, the instantaneous summed information content for all neurons in the ensemble when recorded simultaneously (Hamming, 1986; Gochin et al., 1994; Hampson and Deadwyler, 1998b) . The analysis uses the CDA DF scores to classify trials and quantifies all possibilities of correct and incorrect classifications of each behavioral event (Stevens, 1992) . Analyses showed that of the three "bits" of information in the DNMS task [trial phase, lever position, and performance outcome (correct or error)], a mean of 2.75 bits (Fig.  5D , Control ) were encoded across all ensembles (n ϭ 14) of 10 simultaneously recorded hippocampal neurons as shown in Figure  5D , Control. In contrast, the same neurons analyzed as if recorded serially, one at a time, or "shuffled" across different ensembles (animals) showed a significant (F (1,158) ϭ 23.5; p Ͻ 0.001) reduction to only 1.27 bits encoded (Fig. 5D, Serial ) . The increase in ensemble information content over neurons recorded separately (serial) reflects the degree to which coherence via consistent covariances between neurons can be detected by the CDA during task relevant events. From this analysis, it could be estimated that 18 -20 neurons were required to correctly encode the entire three bits of information in the control condition (Fig. 5E ). For serial recorded neurons the estimated number of neurons required to encode the same amount of information jumps to Ͼ100 (Fig. 5E, Serial ) .
In cannabinoid sessions (WIN-2, 0.35 mg/kg) the I ens for hippocampal ensembles was also significantly reduced (F (1,158) ϭ 11.4; p Ͻ 0.001) but to a lesser degree than in shuffled control conditions. The information content was 1.81 information bits per trial (Fig.  5D , Cannab.), a 33% decrease from control (vehicle) sessions. The estimated number of neurons required to encode the 3 bits of information in WIN-2 sessions was increased significantly from control to Ͼ50 but remained below that estimated for serial recording conditions (Fig. 5E, Cann. ). This reduction in information content and increase in number of neurons required to encode the same information as in control sessions reflects an exclusive influence of cannabinoids on hippocampal mechanisms of information processing and confirms their selective memory disruptive nature reflected in the delay-dependent deficit in DNMS performance (Fig. 1) .
Cannabinoids produce selective changes in functional hippocampal cell types
Extending the investigation of cannabinoid-induced changes in ensemble firing characteristics further, an assessment of changes in individual neuron firing patterns within the ensemble was conducted. The approach relied on the CDA DFs, described above to identify and classify different types of individual neuron firing patterns that made up the overall ensemble "code" for a particular task-relevant event. In a recent report (Hampson et al., 1999b ) a classification scheme for hippocampal neurons into FCTs within the DNMS task was described. The firing patterns of 67 individual neurons distributed within each ensemble (n ϭ 6) were examined for firing components that correlated with behavioral events. It was possible to identify four different FCTs that fired with unique characteristics: phase cells, which fired differentially during the sample or nonmatch phase irrespective of trial type; position cells, which fired only during responses on the left or right lever irrespective of the phase of the task; conjunctive cells, which fired only when a particular combination of position and phase occurred (e.g., left nonmatch or right sample) and did not fire in response to any Figure 4 . Effects of cannabinoids on correct and error DNMS trials. A, Black TBHs depict ensemble composite firing in control sessions; light gray TBHs depict ensemble firing in WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg) sessions. Firing on correct DNMS trials is shown above (Correct); firing on error trials is shown below (Error). The arrow indicates the typical ramped increase in firing during the delay phase on correct trials that is absent on error trials. SP, Sample presentation; SR, Sample response; LNP, last nosepoke; NR, Nonmatch response. Horizontal lines on histograms at SR indicate minimum peak firing rate for correct performance at the indicated delay. B, Strength of SR encoding depicted by ensemble firing. Bar graphs depict mean SR peak firing rates over all correct trials (black bars) compared with the maximum firing rate seen on error trials (white bars) for vehicle (left) and cannabinoid (WIN-2 0.35 mg/kg, right) sessions. Trials were sorted according to length of delay (0 -10, 11-20, and 21-30 sec) . White bars reflect the maximum firing rate that resulted in an error for those delay categories. The distribution of maximum firing rates for error trials was not significantly different, although the overall mean firing rate for all correct trials was significantly reduced in cannabinoid sessions.
of the other possible combinations (e.g., right nonmatch, right sample, or left sample); and trial-type cells, which increased firing during all task-relevant trials but for only one of the two types of trial (i.e., right sample-left nonmatch or left sample-right nonmatch). The FCTs (n ϭ 67) recorded in six different animals are summarized in Table 1 .
FCTs were characterized in sessions in which WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg) was administered. Figure 6 , Vehicle, left, shows examples of firing patterns of three different FCTs, a left position cell, a left nonmatch conjunctive cell, and a right sample conjunctive cell in terms of raster plots and histograms constructed 1.5 sec around the respective task-relevant events that they encode. Figure 6 , right, shows the same types of display from the same cell recorded during a WIN-2 (Cannabinoid) session. It is clear that in the WIN-2 session neither the left position nor right sample conjunctive cells maintained increased firing rate in the Sample phase of the task (Fig. 6, compare left columns) . In contrast, the left position and left Nonmatch conjunctive cell firing patterns were unchanged in the nonmatch phase during WIN-2 sessions (Fig. 6, right columns) . The results for all cells are summarized in Table 1 and show that of the 37 cells that normally increased firing in the sample phase (i.e., left or right position only, sample-only, left or right trial type, and left and right sample FCTs), only 9 retained that functional correlate during WIN-2 sessions. In contrast, 29 of 43 neurons with nonmatch firing correlates (i.e., left or right position only, nonmatchonly, left or right trial type, and left or right nonmatch FCTs) showed no significant change in firing during WIN-2 sessions. All affected FCTs resumed their respective firing correlates when recorded 22 hr later in control (vehicle) sessions. Figure 6 also illustrates the fact that firing could be differentiated by cannabinoids with respect to a single FCT as indicated by the selective effect on the left position cell on Sample but not Nonmatch phase firing during WIN-2 sessions (Fig. 6, top right) .
The distribution of the above FCTs within the hippocampus was also of interest, because a recent report from this laboratory showed neurons categorically organized in 200 -300 m segments along the longitudinal expanse of the hippocampus (Hampson et al., 1999b) . Figure 7 , top, shows the relative anatomic location of the 67 neurons in Table 1 plotted on a fold-out map spanning 2.0 mm of dorsal hippocampus. The FCTs recorded during control sessions fit the anatomic organizational scheme described previously with phase cells interleaved with position cells and conjunc- Figure 5 . Cannabinoid effects on Sample encoding strengths derived from ensemble mean SR firing rate. A, Bar graph depicts frequency distribution of SR encoding over a 100-trial session for a single animal. Black bars indicate distribution of encoding on control (vehicle) trials; gray bars indicate distribution of SR firing frequencies after exposure to cannabinoid (WIN-2, 0.35 mg/kg). Bars to the right of the dashed vertical line indicate trials that would be correct at any delay; bars to the left indicate trials that may result in errors at 30 sec delays and hence are at risk for errors. B, Encoding function (see text) derived from relationship between encoding strength (SR firing rate) and probability of correct trial. Symbols indicate mean Ϯ SEM probability of correct response for trials with a given ensemble firing rate. The curve of the encoding function was fitted to the data points as described in text. C, Behavioral outcome derived by using encoding function in B and SR firing rate distributions in A. The frequency of trials at each increment of firing rate was multiplied by the probability of a correct response and divided by total trials to yield the cumulative measure of correct performance within the session. Separation of control and cannabinoid curves denotes increased errors resulting from reduced SR encoding. D, Reduced SR encoding capacity of hippocampal neural ensembles is reflected by I ens for simultaneously recorded ensembles of 10 -15 neurons (n ϭ 7) animals under control conditions (Control ) and after randomization of data consistent with serial recording of individual neurons (Serial ). I ens was also computed for simultaneously recorded ensembles after exposure to WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg; Cannab.). Cannabinoids reduced the information content of the ensemble from control levels but not to the same degree as serial reconstruction of the data. E, Accuracy of ensembles of varying sizes 4 to encode 3 bits of information in the DNMS task computed using I ens from D. Power function curves show that ensembles of 10 -20 simultaneously recorded neurons provide Ͼ90% accuracy in encoding all relevant DNMS events. Serially reconstructed ensembles would require Ͼ100 neurons to reach the same accuracy. After exposure to cannabinoids, the accuracy of the same 10 -20 neuron ensembles dropped to 30 -60%, requiring nearly 100 neurons to reach the same accuracy as control. tive cells distributed appropriately within that rubric. WIN-2 (0.35 mg/kg) did not change the locations of identified FCTs in the control sessions; it did, however, alter (Table 1) or suppress the firing of FCTs located at specific locations. A major indicator of this tendency was the position cells in which firing in the Sample phase was suppressed (also see Table 1 ), but firing remained during the nonmatch phase of the trial, which could be verified by the fact that they were located in the same anatomic location (Fig. 7 , ‫,ء‬ ϫ).
Since drug and nondrug sessions were alternated, the suppression of FCT firing at specific locations during the Sample phase was shown to be completely reversible, and normal FCT firing could be observed both before and after WIN-2 or ⌬ 9 -THC sessions.
DISCUSSION
The results of the current study support and extend our previous findings with respect to cannabinoid effects on short-term memory deficits in the rat Deadwyler, 1998a, 1999) and are consistent with other reports using different behavioral paradigms (Lichtman et al., 1995; Lichtman and Martin, 1996; Ferrari et al., 1999; Reibaud et al., 1999) . This study provides additional comparative dose-effect data of the potent CB1 receptor ligand WIN-2 in relation to ⌬ 9 -THC in a different short-term memory (DNMS) task than previously (DMTS; Heyser et al., 1993) . The behavioral effects of cannabinoids presented here can now be directly compared with those produced by selective hippocampal removal in the DNMS task (Hampson et al., 1999a) ; however, unlike lesion studies, the effects of cannabinoids were completely reversed within 24 hr of drug exposure.
The fact that cannabinoids and hippocampal removal produced similar deficits suggests that cannabinoids have selective actions on information processing within the hippocampus. The pharmacological basis of this assumption was confirmed by (1) the replication of the dose ϫ delay interaction of the magnitude of short-term memory deficits demonstrated for both ⌬ 9 -THC and WIN-2, with the latter showing an increased potency over a narrower dose range (Fig. 1) ; and (2) the effective blockade of CB1 receptor ligands with the antagonist SR141617A (Fig. 1) . It has been suggested that selective reduction in endogenous cannabinoids might be beneficial in short-term memory as well as other learning contexts (Brodkin and Moerschbaecher 1997) ; however, the lack of an enhancing effect on DNMS performance in the current study with the antagonist SR141617A alone (Terranova et al., 1996; Nakamura-Palacios et al., 2000) indicates that the role of endogenous cannabinoid substances in normal DNMS behavior is not as yet well understood (Fig. 1C) .
Also, as previously demonstrated with ⌬ 9 -THC, the more potent agonist WIN-2 selectively depressed cell firing in the sample phase of the task in a dose-dependent manner, which was consistent with its behavioral effects at those same doses (WIN-2; Fig. 3) . The cannabinoid-induced suppression of overall Sample phase firing (Fig. 5D,E) . All of the above were effects consistent with the delay-dependent performance deficit in the DNMS task produced by cannabinoid exposure.
The findings also confirm our previous observation that taskrelevant hippocampal neuronal activity in cannabinoid sessions is spared in the Nonmatch phase (Figs. 2-4) , which indicates that firing in the Sample phase may be controlled by different synaptic inputs to the same neurons (Witter et al., 2000) . This was supported by the fact that 10 of 13 left or right position cells retained firing correlates in the nonmatch phase of the task when firing was eliminated in the sample phase (Figs. 6, 7; Table 1 ), suggesting that CA1 and CA3 FCTs are activated by at least two distinctly different sets of afferent inputs, only one of which is cannabinoid-sensitive. However, the cannabinoid-insensitive firing that occurs in the nonmatch phase is nevertheless insufficient to maintain normal behavioral performance (Figs. 1, 3) .
The present study expanded our original assessment to include characterization of firing changes across entire ensembles of simultaneously recorded hippocampal neurons, and established that cannabinoids reduce ensemble information content in a manner that requires significantly more neurons to encode the same information as in control sessions (Fig. 5D,E) . The reduced information content was undoubtedly the result of selective loss of the FCTs that encode the SR (Fig. 6) . The similarity to the loss in information content in less coherent ensembles (Fig. 5D ) reinforces this observation.
Finally, it is significant to note that although cannabinoids seriously affected encoding of trial-specific information, the means by which this occurred did not involve changing the location of activated FCTs along the septotemporal axis of the hippocampus. Figure 7 indicates that, in general, fewer FCTs fired during cannabinoid sessions, but when they resumed firing in control sessions it was at the same locations, consistent with the above conclusion that a select population of FCTs with sample firing correlates were susceptible to cannabinoid influences. The fact that the location of the remaining unaffected FCTs, primarily nonmatch cells or cells encoding nonmatch information, did not change location within the hippocampus, again suggests a blockade of a selective set of afferent inputs containing sample information.
The above changes in sample encoding strength produced by cannabinoids prompted an examination of the overall strategic nature of DNMS performance . As shown in Figure 5A , trials with low ensemble firing rates during the sample phase of the task were at risk for errors if the animal encountered a long-delay trial. However, this was a dynamic process that changed from trial to trial and was directly dependent on behavioral outcome (correct or error). The top box in the chart shows that sample encoding was strong (i.e., sample FCTs fire with highest rates; Fig. 5 ) after either successful performance or errors that occurred on long-delay trials. Because encoding was maximal under that condition, performance on trials with any duration of delay between 1 and 30 sec tended to be correct (Fig. 5A) .
Paradoxically, however, if encoding of the sample was strong and the animal encountered a short-delay (Ͻ15 sec) trial, the outcome, even though successful, was followed by a tendency for weaker encoding in the Sample phase on the next trial (Fig. 8 A, Weak Code  box) . If a short-delay trial was encountered, it was again likely to be performed successfully, but encoding strength continued to decrease on the next trial (Fig. 8 A, Weaker Code box) . As the chart illustrates, the process continued in a downward cascade if short delay trials were repeated, ultimately resulting in an error due to weak encoding on a ( just as probable) long-delay trial. This "subjective" encoding cascade is consistent with previous lesion studies, which showed that the hippocampus was not required if delays on trials were short (Յ5.0 sec) but became more and more relevant as delays increased (Hampson et al., 1999a) . Such a cascade necessarily put the animal at risk for an error when strings of short-delay trials were encountered, because trial delays were determined at random. Once an error occurred, the Sample phase encoding strength was "reset" to maximal levels on the next trial.
The nature of this dynamic trial-to-trial interdependence of sample encoding strength and behavioral outcome was altered by cannabinoids and its associated selective reduction in FCT firing in the sample phase (Figs. 6, 7 ; Table 1 ). The link between long-delay correct and strong encoding on the next trial was broken (Fig. 8 B, thin dashed arrow line) during cannabinoid sessions. However, the minimum ensemble firing rate required for correct performance at a given delay was not changed by cannabinoids (Figs. 4 B , 5B).
The above results provided important insight into the dynamics of the memory processing in this task. Cannabinoids not only suppressed encoding of sample information but also prevented the adjustment of encoding strength as a function of performance outcome on the previous trial. If this is also true of humans who smoke marijuana and activate cannabinoid receptors in hippocampus and related areas, it is likely that much of the short-term memory deficit reported in these cases (Miller and Branconnier, 1983; Nahas and Latour, 1992; Hall et al., 1994; Pope and Yurgelun-Todd, 1996; Hall and Solowij, 1998) can be relegated to deficiencies in mechanisms of information encoding in the hippocampus. Information presented to subjects exposed to cannabinoids is not likely to be encoded correctly and as a consequence not likely to be accurately retrieved or recalled Markowitsch, 1997, 1998; Schacter and Wagner, 1999) . Figure 8 . DNMS behavioral cascade depends on strength of sample phase encoding. A, Control. Cascade starts with strong encoding of SR on long-delay trials. The result will be a correct trial irrespective of delay. If delay is short, the following trial receives a weaker SR code. If a short-delay trial occurs again, the code strength is again reduced on the next trial. Correct performance on short-delay trials successively weakens the SR code, eventually leading to an error attributable to occurrence of an equally likely long-delay trial that incorporates a weak SR code. B, Cannabinoid exposure disrupts the ability to break the cascade influence (bold lines) by eliminating the strong codes after long-delay trials (dashed line). This increases the number of long-delay errors due to weaker codes after all correct trials.
